
iant "outmoded’ telescope 
Itill finding star secrets
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1I.LIAMS BAY, Wis. — If sci- 
|C technology is impatient and 
irtless, an 80-year telescope 

! be outmoded.
But the great refractor telescope 
the University of Chicago’s 

|rkes Observatory is not some 
• relic, unable to read the fine 

to! the night sky. 
nstead, like some crazed colle- 
i Cramming for exams, the iron 
iathan still attracts all-nighters at 

; drop of a sun.
Next to Yerkes’ two modern re- 

jiting telescopes, the 63-foot long, 
(•ton veteran seems an anach

ronism. Yet, its two 40-inch lenses 
make it the largest refracting — 
light-bending — telescope in the 
world.

Reflecting telescopes of compara
ble power are smaller and cheaper 
and can receive images not broken 
into colors as they are by going 
through glass lenses. The refractor, 
however, played a part in the major 
discovery in 1952 that our galaxy has 
a spiral structure.

Now it is used to monitor star 
movements and to determine fun
damental distances to all nearby 
stirs and others that are physically 
interesting.

Another advantage of the retrac
tor is stability. Its lenses need not 
be removed for cleaning. Reflecting 
telescopes, which use mirrors, must 
be realuminized periodically. This 
increases the risk of slight changes 
in the optical alignment when they 
are reassembled.

Aberrations also are caused by air 
currents — a phenomenon as
tronomers call ‘ bad seeing” — 
which can occur even on clear 
nights.

Thus, to limit distortion, the 
dome housing the telescope is never 
heated.
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Just kick on a pair of Scholl 
Exercise Sandals —the sandals that 
were made for comfort and look as 
great as they feel. Comfortable ’cause 
they’re made of cool, sculpted 
beechwood and soft foam-padded 
leather straps. Great looking ’cause 
they go with all the casual things you 
wear. Anci because they have a 
special toe grip that makes your toes

“hang on’’ Scholl Sandals exercise 
your legs while you walk.

So be a real fox, and take advan
tage of this special offer from the 
people who make special sandals. 
Sandals that look great, feel great and 
exercise your legs all at the same time. 
Scholl Exercise Sandals 
they’re fantastic.

j”Special TShirt offer direct from Scholl.
For your Scholl “Go Natural" T-Shirt, send $3.00 in check or 
money order (no stamps or cash please) and the words “Scholl 
Exercise Sandals” cut from the front of the box to:
Scholl Go Natural T-Shirt Offer, P.O. Box 2684,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Check your size:
Small Medium Large
(5-6-7) (8-9-10) (11-12-13)

Nnme-

-State. -Zip. ------ —A5Z
Offer void where t.-ixed or prohibited hv law Please allow 6 weeks for delivery Offer limited to 
Continental U S. Offer expires March 31. 1978. Scholl, Inc-. 213 W. Schiller. Chicago. II. 60610 H ©1977 Scholl, Inc.

We Look Forward 
To Seeing You Back

Next 
Fall . ooropRu
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